
Distributable, self-contained migration solution Swimage Autopilot

Handles all remote worker deployment scenarios 

Can execute end-to-end without user or technician involvement

Can update local content in the background 

Can execute completely offline

Use Intelligent Automation to ensure success Swimage Autopilot
Logically determines each step and takes action for desired results

Rollback to pre-deployment state at any time if needed

Flexible configuration to handle any deployment scenarios limited

Fully functional out-of-box

Very simple to manage and customize

Ensure a successful deployment before it starts Swimage Autopilot
Execute a full deployment dry-run to validate components are healthy

Find and repair any common issues automatically

Remove/change components to eliminate any process interferance

Confirm the PC meets success criteria before the deployment begins

Fully customizable health checks and remediation

Report to central web portal automatically

Keep all data fully encrypted Swimage Autopilot
Automatically detect encryption type on the drive Bitlocker only

Perform all tasks needed to keep the drive encrypted 

Convert the encryption from one vendor to another with security

Easily ensure all PCs have proper configuration Swimage Autopilot
Use templates to define groups, locations, departments, etc.

Use intelligent automation rules to configure PC attributes

Mass import records to the web console from a simple spreadsheet

Define all PC attributes for “known good” configuration Swimage Autopilot
Manage configuration sets through Roles and Templates

Add or remove any Windows 10 features and components

Define the specific deployment scenario and custom workflow engine

Configure disk formatting options

Assign applications in Roles & Templates, individually or app matched



Ensure no data is ever lost and is always recoverable Swimage Autopilot
Execute a full drive snapshot on the drive before it’s migrated

Use automation to pick optimal location to store & transfer data

Support of local, server, direct, external drive, or cloud for data storage 

Migrate PC data directly over network, Wi-Fi, or connected patch cable

Migrate any and all data, settings, profiles and application information

Ability to recover/restore data potentially  missed in migration rules 

Efficiently manage all hardware drivers Swimage Autopilot
Define and assign any driver to any systems

Extract drivers from live systems, folders, or driver packs

Create driver assignments from applications

Store driver libraries without driver duplication

Include any application in the deployment job Swimage Autopilot
Include applications from multiple sources

Support your existing business critical legacy application

Define application installation order per application

Configure Application matching rules using basic & regular expressions

Centralized configuration & reporting Swimage Autopilot
Manage modern PC management from a single on-line console 

Import PCs in bulk volumes w/configurations customized per system

Define the configuration of a customized base image

Create workflow tasks for deployment jobs

Create Roles and Templates for system configuration

View real-time deployment activity

Define and configure individual deployment parts limited
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